
MOUNT ARLINGTON ROBOTICS PROGRAM EXPANDS: 
2 TEAMS COMPETE AT FIRST LEGO LEAGUE ROBOTICS TOURNAMENT 

 

MOUNT ARLINGTON MAPS MECHANICS COMPETE AT NORTH NEW JERSEY REGIONAL FLL ROBOTICS COMPETION:  Front Row (L to R)  Elijah LeSueur 

’22, Anthony Roznoy ’20, Alyssa Cardona ’21, Aidan Curry ’21, Andrew Ostozala ’20, Kyle Pollanais ’20.  Back Row (L to R):  Alyssa Cardon ’20, Kaylie 

Blancard 20, Aidyn Cangiano ’19, and Denis Barbaros ’20.  Photo Credit  Beyti Barbaros 

 

MAPS MECHANICS ANALYZE THEIR OBSERVATORY PROGRAM AT REGIONAL NORTH JERSEY FLL TOURNAMENT (Photo Credit J.Crawford):   Team 

Members (left to right) Alyssa Cardona, Aidan Curry, Kyle Pollanais, Kaylie Blanchard, Olivia Cardona, Anthony Roznoy, Andrew Ostolaza, Elijah 

LeSueur, and Denis Barbaros demonstrate their solution.  The program was designed by Grade 7 student Kyle Pollanais and calibrated by team 

members Anthony Roznoy, Elijah LeSueur, and Denis Barbaros.  Anthony Roznoy, Andrew Ostazola, Denis Barbaros, and Elijah LeSueur were key in 

the mechanical design of the robot this year.  As team members observe the robot maneuvers, other team members coordinate the placement of a 

jig to align their next program. 

In its 3rd season of First Lego League Robotics, two groups of students from Mount Arlington School explored this 

season’s FLL theme of “Into Orbit”.   The FLL program includes 5 major research and design requirements:  Robots 

Mission Analysis, Robotic Design and Programming, a Research Project with a technical solution, Robotics Performance, 

and Promotion of the FLL Core Value principles. 



With a 8’ x 4’ game board full of Lego models of space vehicles/equipment and obstacles, students had to study and 

analyze which missions they could possibly completed within the 150 second time limit.  .  Their analysis used a matrix of 

student rankings.  Based on the ranking matrix, the team then votes of which missions to design. This year the Veteran 

Team MAPS Mechanics opted to complete Crater Crossing, Solar Panel Array, Satellite Orientation, and Food Production.  

This year the Rookie Team MAPS Mechanics 2.0 opted to complete Crater Crossing, Solar Array, and Space Travel.  Both 

teams successfully achieved these goals at the competition. 

For robotics design, students explored and used a variety of EV3 sensors including the sonic sensor, touch sensor, light 

sensor, and gyro sensor.  With the use of sensors students were able to develop more logic in their programming code. 

The students researched a variety of space topics related to how space impacts humans with a focus on long-distance 

travel.  They brainstormed and explored a number of topics: space trash, space hygiene, space food, anti-gravity, 

radiation, waste management, mental health issues, and health issues such as bone loss and eye damage. After the 

research, they presented their individual research to their team members, and team members then voted on a final 

topic for detailed research.   

MAPS Mechanics choose Food Production and designed an aquatic bio-system which couples 3 tanks (plant, algae, and 

fish) with a bio-filter.  Their system is modelled on an existing NASA system but adds in algae as a source to produce 

more protein-based food options and oils to protect astronauts’ eyes from radiation.   

 

MAPS MECHANICS 2.0 AWAITS FOR JUDGING OF THEIR FLL RESEARCH PROJECT:  Teammates (front to back) Jacob 

Vincent, Jamison Chiappa-Davies, Joseph Vecchio, Julia Ireland, Caitlyn Kalafut, Eric Gold, and Ryan Repasky proposed a 

modified plant chamber which uses an optical fiber system coupled with a Fresnel lens to bring in natural light to 

enhance plant production instead of NASA’s current LED system.  They received a perfect score for their innovative 

solution.  (not shown Team Member Grace Hill) 



 

MAPS MECHANICS 2.0 ACHIEVE PERFECT INNOVATION SCORE:  Teammates display their core value and research 

project.  Shown Left to Right:  Eric Gold, Jacob Vincent, Jamison Chiappa-Davies, Jacob Vincent, Joseph Vecchio, Caitlyn 

Kalafut, and Julia Ireland.  (not shown Grace Hill) 

MAPS Mechanics 2.0 also choose Food Production and designed a plant chamber coupled with fiber optics and a Fresnel 

lens to collect more natural light. NASA’s existing systems only use LED lights in the red, blue, and green spectrum.  

Through their research they learned that scientists and engineers are studying how to use different light waves to 

promote the concentration of different nutrients in plants through different “light recipes.” The Rookies were surprised 

when they discovered that this technology  of light recipes was presented in last week’s Wall Street Journal’s science 

insert.  The Rookie Team received a perfect score on for their innovative solution in part due to their detailed technical 

drawings by Grace Hill and Caitlyn Kalafut.  They also received 5 accomplished rankings and 4 exemplary rankings. 

For the robotics competition MAPS Mechanics improved on last year’s performance placing 4th missing  3rd place finish 

by 1 point.  MAPS Mechanics 2.0 scored well for a rookie team placing 7th overall in the Grade 5-8 program.  FLL North NJ 

has expanded this year with over 400 teams competing at 12 regional venues this past weekend. 

 



MAPS MECHANICS 2.0 DEMONSTRATES FLL CORE VALUE PRINCIPLES:  During the day students are expected to promote their 

research and to draw other students to their station. The team designed a video game and an orbital top game to do so. (Photo 

Credit J. Crawford) 

The FLL Core Values is another key component to the program.  FLL has two key phrases:  “Gracious Professional” and 

the trade marked term “Cooperition”. The fundamental concept is that all teams are working for a common good so it is 

important to share progress with other teams or to apply the core value of teamwork to help others outside the 

program.  The veterans mentored the rookies to help them learn basic programming code.  The veterans also did 

community service at the Borough’s Senior Center where they practiced on Saturdays; they swept and removed the 

thick blanket of acorns that covered the center’s decks and steps.   The Rookie team mentored dozens of students in the 

Mount Arlington Aftercare Program sharing the core values, robotics mechanics and coding, and video game design tied 

into the Intro Orbit Theme. 

 

MOUNT ARLINGTON ROBOTICS TEAM COMMUNITY SERVICE:  The team of Kyle Pollonais, Alyssa Cardona, Andrew Ostozala, and 

Aidan Curry take a break from Saturday practice to remove acorns from the porch and steps of the Senior Citizen Log Cabin Center in 

Mount Arlington (Photo Credit: J. Crawford) 

The members are also required to reflect upon and apply the 6 core values:  Discovery, Impact, Innovation, Inclusion, 

Teamwork and Fun.  For fun, MAPS Mechanics designed a video game that promotes their aquatic bio-system using 

MIT’s SCRATCH platform.  Players have to capture the key nutrients required for the organisms and monitor the levels of 

carbon dioxide and oxygen in the tanks and check the tanks for pH.  The rookie team created orbital tops which can be 

used on a more traditional game board as well as a video game on the Solar System.  Their presentation station on the 

open floor was well attended by other students.  The goal is for the students to promote exchange of their project 

designs and to learn from each other. 

MAPS Mechanics Team members include 8th Grader Aidyn Cangiano, 7th Graders Denis Barbaros, Olivia Cardona, Kaylie 

Blanchard, Anthony Roznoy, Kyle Pollanais, Andrew Ostazola, 6th Graders Alyssa Cardona, Aidan Curry, and 5th Grader 

Elijah LeSueur. 

MAPS Mechanics 2.0 Rookies include 7th Grader Eric Gold and 5th Graders Grace Hill, Julia Ireland, Caitlyn Kalafut, Joseph 

Vecchio, Ryan Repinsky, Jamison Chiappa-Davies, and Jacob Vincent. 



Mount Arlington School offers FLL First Robotics as an extended day activity with the Teams meeting after school and on 

Saturdays at the Boroughs Civic Center Log Cabin.  Students also have the opportunity to attend during their enrichment 

periods. The coaches for this year included volunteers and Engineers Eric and Elizabeth Gauthier, Enrichment/STEM 

Teacher Julie Crawford, and Science Teacher Tyler Johnston.  The Program is funded by BASF, Picatinny, and the Mount 

Arlington Board of Education.  The team extends its gratitude to the town council for providing access to the Senior 

Center for additional weekend practice sessions. 


